
 

 

Abstract: Nowadays people are getting busier than before so that they haven’t enough time or place to play a real soccer. As a result, 
they choose to play soccer game, however, to play the soccer game, they have to use joystick or keyboard as a controller. In 
our opinion, we prefer to use our body and kick the ball to play soccer game. Therefore, we made a prototype consist of a 
sensor ball fixed by strings and the kinect to discuss whether it can be used in a somatic soccer game. 
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1. Introduction 

Although our life is becoming convenient, people in 
different city or country still can’t play a real soccer on inter 
net. Instead of that, they choose to play soccer games.  
However, to play the soccer game they have to use joystick 
or keyboard. In our opinion, using body parts and kicking 
the real ball to play a soccer game will not only be good for 
our health, but also make people feel more fun when they 
played this soccer game with their physical data. 
With the kinect[4] is widely used, the soccer game with 
kinect has already been made, nevertheless only use kinect 
to make a soccer game cannot get the kick point on a soccer 
ball by user which means user can not kick a swerving ball 
or the details of the ball’s movement.   
Therefore, we proposed that to use a ball with a motion 
sensor and using the kinect to make a soccer game for our 
first try as shown in Figure 1.  
In the aspect of insuring the ball can be used as a controller, 
we have discussed many ways such as with spring or strings 
in case of losing controller when the player finished a pass 
or a shoot. In this prototype, we choose strings to fix the ball 
as our controller.  

2. Related Research 

Because of the smartball[5] is a new product and they haven’t 
provided SDK for users yet, there is still no one using it to 
make a soccer game. 
The somatic soccer game has been made with kinect on 
360Box[6]. However the kinect cannot get the kick point of 
the soccer ball, it cannot simulate a proper swerving ball.  
We have discussed the physical soccer game system in our 
last work [1][2][3]. 
Therefore, we made a prototype for testing whether this 
system or method can be used to improve the somatic soccer 
game. 

3. Prototyping 

To make this prototype, we separated the procedure in three 
parts which was included “making a physical freekick game 
software”, “making a motion sensor ball” and “the 
prototype’s installation”. 
In the first part, the arc of the ball will be different by 
different kick points in this software. For having more fun, 
we also added a goalkeeper who will save the ball kicked by 
user.  
In the second part, we have known that we should get the 
ball’s power and direction at least from the first part. In our 
research, the smartball is the best choice, however, we 
didn’t get the Software Development kit (SDK) from Adidas 
so that we have to do it by ourselves. We chose a 3 axis 
motion sensor then we programmed the chip which to 
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Figure 1: The concept we proposed. 



 

 

calculate the initial acceleration and send it to the computer 
via Bluetooth. We used the Unity’s function method 
“AddRelativeForce” and “AddRelativeTorque ” to calculate 
the ball’s power and rotation. Then we used these data to 

calculate the ball’s arc. As it is shown in figure 2 we 
embedded the hardware in the ball and use 4 strings to fix 
the ball.  
If we want to use kinect in Unity with mac book pro, we 
have to use Zigfu’s[7] work. Because of prototype, we chose 
to use the free version’s model called “Dana”. 
In the final part, we finished the prototype. The kinect will 
measure User’s movement and calculate the distance 
between user and the camera. Then it can use that distance 
to move the avatar in Unity. 
 

4. Conclusions 

Before we determine to use kinect, we have tried Oculus as 
shown in Figure 3. The Oculus actually let the users feel 
they are in a soccer field, but they also feel uncomfortable 
with VR vertigo.  
When it comes to our prototype we made this time, we have 
been told that using the strings to fix the ball let the users 
feel they are not playing a soccer game, and the sensor ball 
is too small to control it well. We will try a better way to fix 
the sensor ball. For example, we can fix the ball on the floor, 
then both magnet and string to fix the ball. We should also 
make a bigger sensor ball than this time so that the user can 
easily control. 

There is a good comment which is “It is difficult to 
concentrate on the ball and the screen in the same time”. 
However, this is the prof that what we have made was a 
little bit like the real soccer.  
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Figure 2: We put the sensor and chip together and send data to 
computer. 

Figure 3: Use the string ball and Oculus to play a freekick 
game. 


